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On 18th February, 2024, CSOs, Forum on SDG 8.7 organized a Global Panel on Ending Child 

Labor on the social platform of World Social Forum 2024 in Bhirkutimandap, Kathmandu. There 

was the participation of total 171 representatives (M-82, F-89) from government, south Asia 

continent representatives, development partners, CSOs, academic institutions, human right 

experts, volunteers and media persons. The program was facilitated by Mr. Hem Moktan, 

Program Officer from Good Weave Foundation. Similarly, Ms. Manu Nepali, SAN, highlighted 

the objective of the program which were to understand the current scenario and prevalent 

practices of child Labour worldwide and in Nepal and also to explore the opportunities for 

organizing and collaborating on campaign against child labour. She added about the need of 

collaborative approach with CSOs to deal with the persistent issue of child labor. Likewise, the 

panelists of the program were Ms. Smriti Lama, Member of GEFONT and Mr. Milan Dharel, 

Child Rights Activist. The facilitator gave his welcome remarks to all the participation and called 

the panelists of the program on dais.  

Presentation Sessions 

At first, there was presentation by Mani Ram Acharya, Child 

Protection Lead/ Program Manager, Aasman Nepal on the prevalence 

of child labor globally and the potential measures to address it in 

Nepal. He stated that in recent years there had been increasing 

collaboration between CSOs (Civil Society Organizations) and the 

government in programs related to child rights and labor elimination 

for a just society. Yet due to various reasons child labor is still an 

issue of concern. Besides, he shared some reasons for child labor 

which includes extreme poverty, lack of access to education 



(especially for those unable to attend school), discrimination in various spheres, absence of 

social protection schemes, societal acceptance of child labor, unregulated labor market and many 

more. He added that the dimensions of the causes of child labor are similar, both at the national 

and international levels. Then he shared statistics on child labor in global and national wise.  

He shared that160 million children globally are involved in child labor (63 million girls, and 97 

million boys) which means 1 out of 10 children engaged in child labor globally (ILO, UNICEF, 

2020). Among 160 million child laborers, 79 million are working in hazardous environments 

affecting their health, safety, and moral development. He added that rural areas have higher child 

labor rates, with boys being more prone to be engaged in child labor than girls. Nepal's scenario 

mirrors the global trend, with domestic and family-based child labor being the most common. 

Also, that child labor often correlates with children being out of school. Explaining the national 

scenario, he mentioned that as per the child labor report 2021 by ILO, in Nepal (2021), 1.1 

million children aged 15-17 years are engaged in child labor, among which 1,22,000 were 

involved in hazardous, risky, and illegal activities. Considering the regional distribution, Karnali 

Pradesh has the highest cases of child labor (24.6%), while Bagmati had the lowest (8.3%). 

Similarly, rural areas have a higher prevalence, with a higher presence in non-agricultural sectors 

(87%) than in non-agricultural sectors (13%). He also spoke about growing realization of climate 

change as a risk factor for child labor.  

Sharing about legal provisions in Nepal to address child labor, he mentioned about different 

international conventions no. 138 on Minimum Age, convention No. 182 on Worst Forms of 

Child Labor, Child Labor (Prohibition and Regulation) Act of 2000, Constitution of Nepal, 2015, 

child labor free local level procedure. Lastly, he highlighted about the needed action points to minimize 

the issue which includes need of policy reformation, establishment of child labor reporting 

mechanisms and structures, ensuring professional accountability, need of consumer awareness 

campaigns to discourage products made by child labor, collaboration with labor organizations. 

He added about enforcing participation of children and stakeholders and collaboration with CSOs 

to enforce legal standards and strengthening social protection system and its expansion.  

Next there was sharing by Ms. Ranjana Sharma, 

Participatory Action Researcher, CLARISSA Project, 

CWISH. She shared the findings of the research conducted 

with 400 adults in AES sector which was jointly done by 

Institute of Development studies and VOC. The qualitative 

findings were collectively analyzed to understand the 

everyday realities faced by children in different forms of 

labor. It explored issues such as transportation challenges, 

mental harassment, and scenarios in their workplaces. The 

study also involved business owners from Khaja Ghars, 

Massage parlors, and night entertainment areas to gain a 

two-sided perspective of different stakeholders and to 

analyze the supply-demand chain.  

She shared that the driver of child labor is primarily poverty, but more often there is trend to 

neglect about the poor health and medical conditions of family members, and the disruptive 

family environment to escape when they enter the urban areas. It was also found that children are 

being forced to work due to family debts and unstable family situations. Informal and illegal debt 



system impose high-interest rates, which creates generational liability. The study had 

multidimensional analysis of both push factors which include poverty, health issues, and family 

situations, and pull factors such as the informal nature of sectors, easy entry, high pay, no 

documentations needed, economical constraints of hotel owners and so on.   

The most challenging situation that she shared was that most of the employers are need-based 

entrepreneurs who are mostly unaware of the involvement of children in labor and its impacts 

and who also had their own constraints. Even the formal sector is not organized and the pay is 

limited therefore children find it easier to join the informal sectors. The children involved in AES 

sector often get involved in sex-related activities in restaurants and night entertainment 

businesses. Especially girls are found returning to the informal sectors for better tips and 

commissions and glamor. She shared that due to the stigmatization of the informal sector there is 

difficulty in recognizing and addressing child labor within it and it makes the gateway to more 

hidden and worse forms of child labor practices without being noticed. 

Regarding further actions she stressed on the need of de-stigmatizing the informal sector and 

ways of bringing informal sector in formal. Formalization of the informal sector and more 

organized formal sector to address child labor are crucial steps forward. Likewise, she added 

about focusing on mental health, encouraging one-to-one discussions and counselling children 

and owners. There is equal need of collaborative approach involving government, NGOs, 

children in labor and business owners which would be more effective than punitive measures.  

Remarks from Ms. Smirti Lama, GEFONT  

Ms. Smirti Lama, from GEFONT did a brief sharing about 

Trade Union which was established on 1990 and which has a 

a 34-year history of addressing labor issues.Trade Union is 

working to address child labor in 21 informal sectors, 

including agriculture, cleanliness, restaurants, transportation, 

brick factories, etc. She shared about a success story where 

Trade Unions at first addressed child labor in tea production in 

1995. She added that Challenges persist across sectors due to 

the shifting of child labor to another sector when regulations 

are imposed and when rescued from one sector.  

 

She shared that poverty alone isn't the sole driver of child labor; other “hidden” factors include 

lack of decent work for adults and parental empowerment, forcing children to engage in labor for 

livelihood. She then added that since decent work was one of the issues discovered, Trade Union 

started working on decent work as there are many parents and employees who do not even 

receive the minimum wages as declared by the government. She imposed that until there is no 

implementation of decent work and decent wages, the issue of child labor issue will remain 

persistent. She emphasized that there is need to work on existing policy implementation and 

monitoring unethical labor practices for the effective elimination of child labor. The issues of 

child labor go beyond the border as there is children from India working as seasonal child labor 

in Nepal another way around but there are international forums, such as the International Labor 

Conference to exert pressure on governments and address cross-border issues. On the other, she 



said that after the introduction of federalism, it is important to conduct awareness in all the 753 

local bodies in collaboration with Trade Unions, GEFONT and partnerships with research 

organizations and CSOs. She emphasized on a rights-based approach to effectively combat child 

labor and need of adopting "think globally, act locally" concept. 

Remarks from Mr. Milan Raj Dharel, Child Rights Activist 

Next there was sharing by Mr. Milan Raj Dharel, Child 

Rights Activist where he stated that the World Social 

Forum has come to Nepal with the slogan 'Another world 

is possible' which means that another world is possible 

without child labor. Referring to the data of Mr. Mani 

Ram Acharya, he said that the involvement of 16 crore 

children in child labor means 16 crore adults are 

unemployed. With critical approach he shared that 

poverty is not the sole reason for this, there are others too. 

He shared that people have to be critical to think who 

takes the benefit of labor of 16 crore child laborers and 

added that today's capitalist society and system are taking 

all the benefit from it. Capitalistic society thinks of cost-cutting which is only possible if children 

are doing the work instead of adults. Taking it to the political dimension, he added about the 

political and financial inequality exist there. As the mayor and political figures are concerned 

about their constituents and on their voters which is why the political participation of children is 

important to raise their voices. Voting might be a way to choose the leader, but every child has 

the right to ask these political figures about their scholarship and other benefits.  

Stressing about the existing pull factors he raised question about who developed the concept of 

civilized and developed cities and the need to work in city.  Shifting onto the push factors which 

included health, family violence, and financial situation in rural areas, he questioned is 

Kathmandu free from child labor. The neoliberalism concept is now doing privatization of 

health, and education. Government schools are merging while new private schools are given 

permission. He shared that elites have captured the politics and this is why poor's voices will 

never reach to the elites.  

Nepal still has a strong civic space in South Asia and that is why we have platforms like World 

Social Forums in Nepal and the citizens have equal rights to raise their voices and concerns and 

issues. Until people talk about civic spaces and freedom of speech everywhere, the elimination of 

child labor is not imaginable. He accentuated on the need of delving deeper into the surfacing 

reasons of child labor and uncover the truths behind it. For instance, as mentioned earlier in 

presentation one of the reasons of child labor was family debt/ illegal loans. But the question 

rises, why illegal loans were taken because banks require collateral for legal loans and poor 

people do not have collateral. Thus, there is the need of uncovering the truth.  

Lastly, he added that we must hold our society and government accountable for addressing these 

issues. Government accountability to the public is not just a bureaucratic duty and this message 

should be directed towards political parties and leaders. Though we have some limited 

noteworthy projects, they are not enough and if we desire change in a long run, we must 

advocate for political campaigns. Child labor is also a political and social issue. Therefore, to 



completely eradicate it, we must begin another political activism and movement to address its 

root causes and implement effective solutions. 

Open Floor Discussion 

 

S.N Participants Queries/ Concerns 

1. Aditya Bidari, RCRC, Asia 

Pacific 

 

We can see children below 10 years begging on the 

streets, what can we do policy-wise to regulate them? 

What is the government doing to address these issues? 

 

2. Sabina Lamgade, Youth 

Network for Peace and 

Development (YNPD) 

 

According to a government report, the Karnali region has 

more child laborers. I have seen so many child laborers in 

Madhesh Province. Save the Children did many programs 

for child labor but these organizations people do this only 

to put photos on social media, how do you perceive this? 

 

3. Mohammad Raib, 

Chairperson, State Youth 

Network, Madhesh 

Province 

 

Why are discussions on child labor issues limited to 

Kathmandu and not extended to other regions like 

Madhesh? Why is there a focus only on large hotels and 

not on local levels? 

 

4. Bishnu Paudel, CWIN 

 

A significant decline has been reported in child labor 

when compared to previous years. Is this decrease due to 

effective interventions or simply a result of change in real 

age of children? 

5. Romila Ghale, Change 

Action Nepal 

 

We have seen so many children getting involved in the 

entertainment sector. How can organizations like ours 

work towards eliminating child labor in these sectors? 

6. Mina Priyar, DHRWC, 

Kapilvastu 

 

With the 2030 SDG deadline approaching, there seems to 

be a lack of concrete action plans which also questions the 

implementation progress of NMP II. What specific action 

plans is the government pursuing to eliminate child labor, 

and what role can civil society play in this regard? 

7. Shamsul Alam, DSK, 

Bangladesh 

 

Bangladesh has high child labor, especially in the garment 

industry, where girl children are exploited. Nepal is 

politically stronger compared to Bangladesh. Although we 

have policies, garment industries don't follow the laws, 

garment industries are much more powerful, and civil 

society is shrinking. How can Nepal expand its network to 

work on child protection and support us in the process as 

well? 

 

 

 



 

Address from Key Speakers 

Ms. Smriti Lama expressed that about shifting our mindset which is crucial for eradicating child 

labor. Existing forums like the ILC can serve as platforms for collaborative action in South Asia, 

where vulnerability to child labor is high. By adhering to international conventions, our 

governments are obligated to address this issue. She added that while we are saying 'act local', 

it's essential to act locally and collaborate with CSOs to tackle child labor at the grassroots level, 

especially given the rising number of street children, local government's role and involvement is 

very significant. 

Mr. Milan Raj Dharel revealed about analyzing the issue from both behavioral and political 

perspectives. While Child Search Centre and other organizations often work in rescuing street 

children and child laborers, there's often a lack of clarity on their next steps. Addressing to the 

query he shared that despite improvements, challenges still remain, particularly in regions like 

Bagmati, where the number of child labor is high in hazardous sector.  Similarly, he said that in 

the Terai region, child labor is high in number due to the feudal production system and 

hierarchical social structures. These systems contribute to the continuation of the problem 

despite efforts to address it. 

He added that though the numbers of child labor in 

figures have decreased the question arises, is this 

sustainable? With many youth laborers seeking 

employment abroad, concerns arise about who will 

fill the vacancies in our factories and industries in 

Nepal. We also need to analyze the underlying 

inequality. Is every occupation viewed through the 

lens of equality?  There are cases like government 

can't take action against large hotels where but 

conducts raids on small shops. This discrepancy highlights how the state treats the rich and poor 

differently, revealing inequalities in its approach to law enforcement. Meanwhile, regarding the 

implementation of NMP II, he added that civil society must question the effectiveness of the 

action plan. While there has been progress over the last decade, there is a sense that we are 

merely moving on the right track. Civil society needs to function more actively and hold the 

government accountable and demand for transparency. Lastly, addressing to the query of 

representative from Bangladesh, he said that we do have a much better civic society compared to 

other countries in South Asia. But since we are graduating from LDC, we have more risk of 

shrinking civil society. We must move forward showing solidarity toward the elimination of 

child labor.  

During Closing there was sharing of Declaration Letter by Ms. Ruja Pokharel, CWISH, 

highlighting the call for action by CSOs forum on SDG 8.7 on ending child labor. The call of 

action was later submitted to NOC and it was uploaded in the website of WSF 2024.  

World Social Forum 2024 

Global Panel on Ending Child Labor, February 18 2024 



Call for Action 

The Global Panel for the Elimination of child labor held in World Social Forum 2024 at Bhrikuti 

Mandap, Kathmandu on 18th February 2024 and had extensive discussion on multiple aspects of 

child labor and shared learning and experiences. 

This global panel organized on the huge momentum of WSF 2024, includes exchange of 

experiences and discussions on the ongoing issue of child labor, child rights and child labor 

prevention, and the role of each stakeholder in addressing child labor. The discussion came up 

with following demands: 

1. We demand to increase efforts for the expansion and strengthening of child rights and 

child protection system for addressing child labor through child labor monitoring, rescue, 

protection and service delivery. 

2. State Parties should give priority to the expansion and operation of Child Helpline 

/Protection Services in each country to rescue children from worst forms of child labor.  

3. Provision of temporary protection services and alternative care services for the protection 

and rehabilitation of children at risk and rescued from child labor is extremely important.  

4. For the rescue, protection and repatriation of child laborers across the border, we demand 

the concerned government to formulate and implement Standard Operating Procedures 

and Systems. 

5. We demand every state party to implement child targeted social protection and social 

security programs in a systematic manner for preventing children to enter into child labor.  

6. We demand to implement the system of labor audit in a mandatory and effective manner, 

including the supply chain, in order to ensure the dignified labor practices, especially in 

the industry to promote a well- organized, dignified and safe world of work. 

7. We urge ensuring meaningful participation of child labourers in each state party 

mechanism to raise their voices and concerns is equally important.   

8. We advocate to launch a special campaign by Government bodies, Parliament members, 

CSOs and Trade Unions for ensuring public accountability to address child labour. 

We are thankful to: 

All the presenters, key speakers, continent representatives, civil societies, development partners, 

trade unios, networks and mass media. We would like to express our deep gratitude for the 

organizers of this huge forum World Social Forum 2024. Lastly, we would like to express our 

heartfelt gratitude to all the staffs, volunteers, CSOs forum on SDG 8.7 who has been active for 

the success of the global panel and for providing all the support. 



 

Annex: List of Participants 

Global Panel on Ending Child Labor 

S.

N Name Organization Position Contact Email 

1 Smirti Lama GEFONT       

2 Milan Dharel NCRC Former E.D 9869287700 rdmilan@gmail.com  

3 Sarin Vaidya CWIN 

Senior 

Program 

Officer 9808221619   

4 

Madhu 

Gurung Biswas Nepal   9841828836 

madhugurung.bn@gmail.co

m 

5 Bishnu Paneru Biswas Nepal 

Field 

Coordinator 9849919922 bishnu.paneru.@gmail.com  

6 Bibek Sharma AATWIN 

Project 

Coordinator 9843182930 aatwinbibek@gmail.com  

7 Indu Pahari K & K Student 986783538 neleemmagar@gmail.com  

8 Pushpa K.C K & K Student 9840179514 pushpakhattri2@gmail.com  

9 Pushpa Shahi K & K Student 9860535923 pushpashahi88@gmail.com  

10 Shalni Gami K & K Student 9817875749 

shalnigami1015@gmail.co

m 

11 Gita Nepali 

NIMS/Nirvan

a Student 9808192368 gitanp20@gmail.com 

12 

Roshan 

Regmi K & K Student 9762871958 roshanrgmi@gmail.com  

13 Sagar Chand K & K Student 9768481431 sagarchand7@gmail.com  

14 Ashok Khanal 

Concern 

Society Nepal Chairman 9851015230 

khanalbabu2013@gmail.co

m 

15 

Brij Mohan 

Kushwaha PN. Bara Manager 9845038185   

16 

Tuka C. 

Shrestha NGF Program S 9841491592 shespacheki@gmail.com  

17 

Rubash 

Tamang NGF  Student   rubashtamang@gmail.com  

18 Gita Thapa NGF 

Program 

Coordinator 9841460588 shelirosey@gmail.com  

19 

Rajita 

Tamang WSF Volunteer 9818505079 rajirathing111@gmail.com  

20 

Men Kumari 

Magar WSF Volunteer 9818108641 menkumari@gmail.com  

21 

Aastha Sunar 

Shahu WSF Volunteer 9843849163 shahuaastha4@gmail.com  

22 

Pratibha 

Khatiwada WSF Volunteer 9869619339 

prativakhatiwada246@gmai

l.com 
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23 

Binita 

Sunuwar 

Adarsha 

Saula Volunteer 9810242535 

binitasunuwar25@gmail.co

m 

24 

Sanju 

Sunuwar 

Adarsha 

Saula Loo 

Niva Volunteer 9843397743 

sanjusunwar195@gmail.co

m 

25 

Suchitra 

Thapa Loo Niva 

Program 

Officer 9847868635 

suchitra@loonivachild.org.n

p 

26 Meena Pariyar 

Dalit Human 

Right Watch 

Committee/N

CPA 

ED/ Vice 

Chairperson 9857050288 kudnrwc@gmail.com  

27 Ajita Paswan 

Federation of 

Dalit Women 

Nepal Member 9842237008 paswan@gmail.com  

28 

Sunita 

Tamang NMES Member 9849556039 sunitmg@gmail.com 

29 

Liva 

Maharjan NMES Member 9863791810 livamaharjan7@gmail.com  

30 

Sunisha 

Gurung NMES Member 9808829062 

gurungsunisha00@gmail.co

m 

31 

Manisha 

Godar ECCA 

Program 

Administator 9843384082 manisha@ecca.org.np  

32 Sabina Pantha Biswas Nepal Secretary 9860234421 

sabinapantha019@gmail.co

m 

33 

Rashmi 

Tamang Biswas Nepal Treasurer 9849278184 

rashmi.tamang.bn@gmail.c

om 

34 

Kamala 

Sapkota Biswas Nepal P.M 9841793060 

kamala.sapkota.bn@gmail.c

om 

35 

Ramchandra 

Subedi     9041196276   

36 

Shraddha 

Dangol SAN Intern 9761886400 

shraddhadangol3690@gmai

l.com 

37 Fatema Akter 

DSK 

Bangladesh FO 1915145672   

38 AC-AMIN 

DSK 

Bangladesh 

Assistant 

Engineer   al.amin@dskbangladesh.org 

39 

Krishna 

Tamang CWIN   9843239632 

krishnatamang.cwin@gmail

.com 

40 Umesh Lama CWIN 

P.Coordinat

or 9842454949 umesh.cwin@gmail.com  

41 

Bishnu Pd. 

Paudel CWIN 

AssistantPro

gram 

Manager 9841463707 paudelje@gmail.com  

42 

Chandra 

Prakash 

Budha Magar CWIN 

Project 

Officer 9849723456 chandra.cwin@gmail.com  
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43 

Aman 

Budhathoki     9844141488 

budhathokiaman493@gmail

.com 

44 

Lyusan 

Shrestha YFIN Volunteer 9761843093 shrestha.lyusan@gmail.com  

45 

Pushpa 

Gojewar YFIN Secretary 9823747515   

46 

Prakash 

Bakhrel VERTEX 

ED/ Vice 

Chairperson     

47 Shukra Paudel CZAP PM 9851332481 czapp.central@gmail.com  

48 

Abhinash 

Karki Yuwalaya 

Program 

Officer 9862629907   

49 Bikash Thapa CTRADE CEO 9841996660 

bikash.kathmandu@gmail.c

om 

50 

Samjhana 

Paudel Student   9801914190   

51 

Tej Maya 

Dangol UNRCO PSEA Co   tejdangol@un.org 

52 

Krishna 

Sharan 

Dangol 

Child Fund 

Japan     

krishna.dangol@childfund.o

rg.np 

53 Suman Luitel 

One news 

Media   9851003385 sumanreport@gmail.com  

54 Niti Paudel   Student 9861714703 002poudelniti@gmail.com  

55 Sadhana BK SAN Intern 9869044799 sadhanabk321@gmail.com  

56 Yubraj Magar   Student 9813668065 yubraj,agar4321@gmai.com 

57 

Rajendra 

Chaulagain SPCSN PC 9851236223   

58 

Pradip 

Sharma   Student 9866356653 pradipsharma@gmail.com  

59 

Sandhya 

Chaudhary Biswas Nepal   9861037186 

sandhyachaudhary1918@g

mail.com 

60 Bhim Gurung NCRC 

Council 

Member 9851131044 gurungbl99@gmail.com  

61 

Umanga 

Mainali CWISH PC 9854040486   

62 

Rina 

Chaudhary NGF 

Admin and 

account 

Associate 9845321530 rinachaudhary1@gmail.com  

63 

Bal Krishna 

Adhikari CWARDS PC 9849685848 cwards.info@gmail.com  

64 

Tshering 

Dolma Lama CWISH PC 9841439573 

tshering.lama@cwish.org.n

p 

65 

Suman 

Khatiwada CWISH PC 9851055923 

suman.khatiwada@cwish.co

m.np 

66 Manita Dharel CWISH  PC 9841359441 majita.dhael@cwish.org.np  
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67 

Goma Saru 

Thapa BEVIN Chairman 9841492366 gomathapa414@gmail.com  

68 

Dayaram 

Kandel YCN   9845080146 kandeldayaram@gmail.com  

69 

Kumar 

Bhattarai CWIN PO 9851095922 k.bhattarai40@gmail.com  

70 

Soniya 

Acharya Loo Niva PO 9843414420 soniya@loonivachild.org.np  

71 

Sino 

Gallinbcll   

Engage/the 

Good Load 9745944189 sinone.engage@yahoo.com  

72 

Hari Shankar 

Majhi Good Weave     hari20saroj@gmail.com  

73 

Sumitra 

Basnet Good Weave   9863599213 

sumitrabasnet931@gmail.c

om 

74 Vikas Singh Action Aid 

C. Project 

Manager 8003840582 vikassingh@actionaid.org  

75 

Khuman 

Singh   Volunteer 7727038191   

76 Ram Banjara 

Hatakala 

Utpadak 

Sangh 

ACP, Nepal 

Rastriye 

Karmachari 

Sangathan 9861776353 rambanjara761@gmail.com  

77 Bimala Jnwali CWISH Chair     

78 

Menuka 

Thapa YAV Nepal member 9823793025 

menukathapa2379@gmail.c

om 

79 Anita Pandey CWISH G.S 9841395833 

anitapandey121@gmail.co

m 

80 Pema Sherpa CWISH D.0 9849651624 pema.sherpa@gmail.com  

81 Niju Khanal CWISH Intern 9841402005 nijukhanal05@gmail.com  

82 Suraj Shrestha CWISH 

Adv & Com 

Officer 9851245109 

suraj.shrestha@cwish.org.n

p 

83 

Gyan Bhakta 

Maharjan NCPA Chairperson 9841428948 gyan@loonivachild.org.np  

84 Sant Ram  

Education 

Watch Group 

National 

Coordinator 9841304790   

85 

Kapil 

Shrestha CWISH 

Prog.Dev.Co

ordinator 9860855537 kapilshrestha@cwish.org.np  

86 Yasoda Baral 

Consortium 

Nepal AFO 9861787925   

87 

Kamala 

Khadka SPCSN   9849864660   

88 Usha Karki 

Consortium 

Nepal PO 9844616947   

89 Sumi Shrestha     9808242930 sanustha333@gmail.com 

90 Hem Moktan NGE PO 9841961908 tmghem@gmail.com  

mailto:gomathapa414@gmail.com
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mailto:pema.sherpa@gmail.com
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mailto:gyan@loonivachild.org.np
mailto:kapilshrestha@cwish.org.np
mailto:sanustha333@gmail.com
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91 Manu Nepali SAN SPO 9808631004 

manuswatantrata@gmail.co

m 

92 Selina Baidya CWIN PM 9823389960 silva.cwin@gmail.com 

93 Amrit CWIN PME 9841206249   

94 

Pramila 

Manandhar CWIN M.MAN 9841433424   

95 

Madhav 

Pradhan CWIN Chair 9851035520 

madhav.pradhan@gmail.co

m 

96 

Dhruba 

Gautam CWIN SPM 9851160709 dhruba.cwin@gmail.com  

97 

Rocky Prasad 

Shah 

Aashman 

Nepal 

Provincial/F

TFPS 

Convener/ 

Campaigner 9849448046 rockyp.sah@aasman.org.np  

98 

MD.Naxim 

Rain     9826722484 mahimrain39@gmail.com  

99 

Aanand 

Sahani   Yuwalaya 9819641982 

aanandsahani67@GMAIL.

COM 

10

0 

Kamal Hari 

Pokhrel EPHC Coordinator 9841673449 ephc.nepal@yahoo.com  

10

1 

Krishna 

G.Maharjan Loo Niva PC 9841308058 

krishna@loonivachild.org.n

p 

10

2 

Sangita 

Tamang     9765958978   

10

3 Khusi Magar     9746689514   

10

4 

Kanchan 

Pakhrin     9843044313   

10

5 

Kalpana 

Shrestha N.G.F Teacher 9860157865 

shresthakalpana@gmail.co

m 

10

6 

Anjana 

Theeng N.G.F 

Dance 

Teacher 9818813113 anjamatheeng@gmail.com  

10

7 Bipan Shah nuf 

Sr.Psy.Coun

sellor 9860563683 bipanshah123@gmail.com  

10

8 Anju Tamang Biswas Nepal   9803386487   

10

9 Saru Lamgade     9827881819   

11

0 Barma Barah     9851165079   

11

1 

Sabina 

Lamgade YNDP   9826851718 

sabinalamgade66@gmail.co

m 

11

2 

Hari Priya 

Dohaki     9851090057   

11 Kedal Pokhrel     9851090057   

mailto:manuswatantrata@gmail.com
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mailto:silva.cwin@gmail.com
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3 

11

4 Anju Pokharel  YAE 

Prog.Coordi

nator 9849098791 anju.pokharel@yae.org.np  

11

5 

Ram Bikram 

Shah CAED SPC 9858052177   

11

6 Bharat Chand     9051173160   

11

7 

Luvna Gharti 

Magar NPHSS   9867061699 mgrlusan@gmail.com  

11

8 

Samiksha 

Dhamala     9815658536 

maya.dhamala109@gmail.c

om 

11

9 

Samikshya 

Rai NPHSS   9861768536 

samiksharai181@gmail.co

m 

12

0 Sardda Kadal NPHSS   9848803976   

12

1 

Pravash 

Timalsina PUBR   9846873669   

12

2 Dev Rai   Lawyer 9843700391 

devkumarrai2022@gmail.co

m 

12

3 Indu Joshi   W.D.I 9844143549 indujoshi837@gmail.com 

12

4 

Lochan 

Shrestha   

NGO 

federation 9841878526   

12

5 

Binod Bdr. 

Sigh YAC Nepal P.O 9848527434 binod.syh@yacnepal.org 

12

6 Mahesh Karki Law Firm S.D 9861291520   

12

7 

Sushmita 

Pakhrin CDPH S.D 9803407450 

sushmitapakhrin013@gmail

.com 

12

8 GS Nepali DDS Salyan HAF 9857822541 guman.dds2@gmail.com 

12

9 

Aarati 

Adhikari   NOC 9815994142 

aaratiadhikan76@gmail.co

m 

13

0 

Shikha 

Pokhrel   NOC 9849574965 pokhrelshikha1@gmail.com 

13

1 Hima Bohari WOFOLLON ADO 9801850711 himalbohoraa@gmail.com 

13

2 

Arjun 

Maharjan         

13

3 Prem Gaire     9851117451 premgaire73@gmail.com 

13

4 Kirtik Pandey 

Althentic 

Nepal 

Computer 

Operator 9812256027 

tiwarikirtikeshwor@gmail.c

om 

13

5 Prisma Singh 

TWUC 

Bardya 

ED/ Vice 

Chairperson 9858021457 prismabardiya@gmail.com 

mailto:anju.pokharel@yae.org.np
mailto:mgrlusan@gmail.com
mailto:maya.dhamala109@gmail.com
mailto:maya.dhamala109@gmail.com
mailto:samiksharai181@gmail.com
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13

6 Anup Khanal ROYM Nepal 

Program 

Coordinator 9841710788 anup@roymnepal.org 

13

7 Maiya Nepali CAN   9869623351   

13

8 

Sarmila 

Lawaju nFn 6k+   9841753322   

13

9 Sharada Pant 

Chatanshil 

M.S Chair man 9843058663 sharadapant11@gmail.com  

14

0 

SATHEESAN

-KC NYP 

Leader-

NYP-

Kerala-India 8589056192 sathidevi6192@gmail.com  

14

1 Shanti Chanti 

Mahila 

Manch 

Sathi 

Sechhek 9828914394   

14

2 

Madhu 

Gurung Biswas Nepal E.D 9841828836 

madhu.gurung.bh@gmail.c

om 

14

3 Ashok Kumar Action Aid   9110083075 ashok19858@gmail.com 

14

4 Manila NAPM   9430677480   

14

5 

Kamala 

Mainali SAN P.O 9849829526 

kamalaswatantrata@gmail.c

om 

14

6 

Aastha 

Mahato SAN P.O 9869997571 aastha.san2023@gmail.com  

14

7 

Subha Laxmi 

Rai ANWA   9842656334 subhalaxmirai@gmail.com  

14

8 

Mohan 

Budhthoki     9851068024 

budhathoki.mohan@gmail.c

om 

14

9 

DB 

Bishwokarma NHCPM   9856036063 

bishwokarma.db@gmail.co

m 

15

0 

Krishna 

Thapa     9848121307 

krishna123banshi@gmail.c

om 

15

1 Aditya Bidari PCRCAD     

beeaadi127cwis@gmail.co

m 

15

2 Ramesan.K NYP Teacher 9061785910 ramesankana@gmail.com  

15

3 

Sanjeev 

Adhikari Yuwalaya 

ED/ Vice 

Chairperson 9851166487 

sanjeev.yuwalaya@gmail.c

om 

15

4 Safalta Dulal Loo Niva       

15

5 

Shambhu 

Gole Patan CBR   9841395823   

15

6 Bhim Ghala Loo Niva   9861960654   

15

7 

Gulishta 

Praveen I.Y.F Mohattari 9819808103   
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15

8 

Daraksha 

Parween I.Y.F Mohattari 9810286001   

15

9 

Ranjana 

Bajhgain 

Suryabinayak 

ekal mahila Bhaktapur 9841104363   

16

0 

Shreya 

Tamang KUSOA Volunteer 9861518685 or154885@gmail.com 

16

1 

Samundra 

Baniya Biswas Nepal Volunteer 9841960348   

16

2 

Gopal 

Tamang Biswas Nepal Volunteer 9843071652 

gopaltamang561@gmail.co

m 

16

3 Dinesh Bista   Volunteer 9808658778 dineshbista853@gmail.com 

16

4 Shankar Dev DUP CF 6201287190 duo.shankar@gmail.com  

16

5 

Bal Kumari 

Chaudhary Kailali R.M AWDI 9848452228 balchaudhary@gmail.com  

16

6 

DebiPd 

Khanal Kailali  PC 9848405763 

debikhanal@yavnepal.org.n

p 

16

7 

Sushila 

Chaurel   PM 9841503825 sushila@gmail.com  

16

8 Ram Kunwar Patan CBR PO 9841330361 rambahadur@gmail.com  

16

9 

Manju 

Tamang Biswas Nepal   9803002261   

17

0 

Shanti 

Shresha Biswas Nepal       

17

1 

Kamana 

Kumari Shah     9817799224 kamanashah@gmail.com  
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